derealium [July 20, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: Interesting exchange at 1:58.  a 'New World Order' apologist perspective. calcifiedlies wins.
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: 'benign' ahaha
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 8:35 pm]: The World Wars were pretty benign for sure. Vietnam and Iraq Wars were benign, but hey, maybe they were fake too
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: Nice, Johan, about the "humor". The Joker.    <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGb7kJfmFaQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGb7kJfmFaQ</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 9:04 pm]: "Hamas" Missiles Contain No Warheads? Essentially Glorified Fireworks? Looks Like It  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CkZAYh9VkE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CkZAYh9VkE</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: LOOKS to me like that the "jews" are under psycological warefare as we are in Europe and America ! LOL
derealium [July 20, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: I've thought that for a while now, with all of the alleged ongoing conflict over this sacred ground, seems like one of them would've been "wiped off the map" by now...or we'd at least be bombarded with dead Israelis after ever flareup.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: @derealium:  Its al FAKE ! And the people on the upper level in al religions are on the same team. Jewish, catholic, protestent, muslim, budhist and the rest of them ! The elitist parasites on the top dont practice what they preache etc !!! its al a stage play for the masses who are under their spell ! LOL !!!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 20, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: Symbolism Power of Sexmagic   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgbwyvtI9VI" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgbwyvtI9VI</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 20, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: Regarding the new banner: Too soon Ab. Too soon.:o)
Videre Licet [July 20, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: @ab:  the fonts are all wrong :?
ab [July 20, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: ha
ab [July 20, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: @Videre Licet: most terroristic ones I could find
ab [July 20, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: goth I suppose
ab [July 20, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: although they're called "Germany" in the menu
Videre Licet [July 20, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: @ab: I will make you one dear
ab [July 20, 2014 - 10:06 pm]: @Videre Licet: ok np. the graphic must be 960x250
Banazir Galbasi [July 20, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: Gothic yes. I like it! Reminds me of the Salem witch trials, probably an early psyop of its own.
jimbo [July 21, 2014 - 12:26 am]: Star Trek original show featuring the original Siri.   This series also had the first cd disc in one episode.  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdprKxOHfys" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RdprKxOHfys</a>
Johan Backes [July 21, 2014 - 12:42 am]: Got to listen to last nights show, Rollo does his best MH370 impression near the end by descending rapidly into the drink and opening up his back door to all comers at 2:29:15  goodstuff
Rollo [July 21, 2014 - 5:37 am]: Yep....it was fun.....no back door fun.....Im a Real back door man
Rollo [July 21, 2014 - 5:39 am]: take 2....... thanks for having me guys........not back door wise
PeterShea [July 21, 2014 - 5:45 am]: jan; maggie is a friend of mine who i have visited in california. she speculates into some more positive areas which i myself am not averse to venturing. you shouldn't be so quick and easy to judge here, my friend. you are wrong in this instance and an apology is in order.
PeterShea [July 21, 2014 - 5:46 am]: @rollo; it is hard to listen to you sometimes, mate.
Rollo [July 21, 2014 - 6:20 am]: Good on U Sheahan......cmon ab put the chat back on the front page .......cheeeers thanKs 4 having me on
Henkus [July 21, 2014 - 9:53 am]: Yeah i saw that the chat is no longer on the front page. Guess this is done to have it load faster? Sure loads faster.
ab [July 21, 2014 - 10:28 am]: ok I'll put it back on the front page I forgot
ab [July 21, 2014 - 10:28 am]: Well maybe we should take a vote: does it make it so much slower on the front page?
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 11:19 am]: lol!  Drunken separatists are stealing the bodies and plane parts!  Who writes this shit?  <a href="http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/world/2014/07/20/sotu-kerry-moment-of-truth-for-putin-malaysia-mh17.cnn.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/world/2014/07/20/sotu-kerry-moment-of-truth-for-putin-malaysia-mh17.cnn.html</a>
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 11:50 am]: Great observations of the MH17 hoax:  <a href="http://nodisinfo.com/mh17/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://nodisinfo.com/mh17/</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 2:35 pm]: ''How was your flight?'' ''Rotten''.
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 2:40 pm]: That was funny with Rollo. I woke the children up laughing at 4am
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 2:41 pm]: fuck 'em, how often did they wake me up :-))))
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 2:59 pm]: Personally I used to dry out with the help of librium
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 3:01 pm]: and by sharing with other fuck ups
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 3:02 pm]: talking to other people who had been through it
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 3:21 pm]: it's like getting out of Plato's cave. It seems impossible when you're down there...
Henkus [July 21, 2014 - 3:44 pm]: It does take a little while for the chat to load on the frontpage but not that it makes it very slow.
CalcifiedLies [July 21, 2014 - 4:16 pm]: <a href="http://www.popsci.com/article/science/computer-models-show-what-exactly-would-happen-earth-after-nuclear-war#ixzz385HsNHLN" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.popsci.com/article/science/computer-models-show-what-exactly-would-happen-earth-after-nuclear-war#ixzz385HsNHLN</a> Using the same models used to predict the effects of human-driven global warming, a team of scientists modeled what would happen after a regional nuclear war. To inexpert ears (that's you, dumb serf), the consequences sound pretty subtle. Spoiler: we all die
CalcifiedLies [July 21, 2014 - 4:27 pm]: Note how many times the word imagine is used. We definitely need imagination to consider fake concepts like nuclear bombs and human driven global warming. I imagine if they weaved their silly pranks into pop culture, perhaps it might look something like a "space selfie": <a href="http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/jul/21/historical-selfies-buzz-aldrin-space-power-self-portrait" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2014/jul/21/historical-selfies-buzz-aldrin-space-power-self-portrait</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 21, 2014 - 4:37 pm]: You can make certain allowances for the heavy shadows, considering the camera was fixed to a spaceship ;)
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 5:31 pm]: hahahaa it's so pathetic it almost hurts
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 5:32 pm]: what the fuck kind of nonsense is this! hahahaha
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 5:33 pm]: the Buzz Aldrin selfie, sorry, check out the clarity on that.
CalcifiedLies [July 21, 2014 - 5:45 pm]: Haha well done Tom, nonsense indeed
Jan Erik Hansen [July 21, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: Media Fakery CNN &amp; CBS Greenscreen Reporting - Ukraine Crisis and Gulf War   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_b8ICE6W9cc" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_b8ICE6W9cc</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 5:59 pm]: <a href="http://i1107.photobucket.com/albums/h388/Carys28/Cymbalmonkey_opt_zps3250c8d2.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i1107.photobucket.com/albums/h388/Carys28/Cymbalmonkey_opt_zps3250c8d2.jpg</a>
Johan Backes [July 21, 2014 - 7:02 pm]: The chat certainly doesslow down the site...however I do like it on the front page.  one solution would be to  create a popout window for the chat rather than keep it embedded on the landing page.  This way you could choose to have it active even when you are doing other things off the domain or on other pages within fakeologist
ab [July 21, 2014 - 8:33 pm]: @Johan Backes: I will see if it's possible
ab [July 21, 2014 - 8:57 pm]: thanks to @videre for creating a few fake logos up top ^^^
ab [July 21, 2014 - 8:57 pm]: All are welcome to help out using my template - make sure the logos are 960x250
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 9:15 pm]: It was 45 years ago today... <a href="http://www.theweathernetwork.com/insider-insights/articles/the-infamous-moon-landing-hoax/32186/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theweathernetwork.com/insider-insights/articles/the-infamous-moon-landing-hoax/32186/</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: And if NASA hasn't mooned you enough: <a href="http://www.theweathernetwork.com/news/articles/nasas-lunar-reconnaissance-orbiter-gives-us-a-3d-look-at-the-apollo-11-landing-site/32196/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theweathernetwork.com/news/articles/nasas-lunar-reconnaissance-orbiter-gives-us-a-3d-look-at-the-apollo-11-landing-site/32196/</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: Nice banner Videre - I was expecting a 'ball-in' shot 8)
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: you are too funny
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: I really should go to sleep. I have work in 6 hours. I am too funny for most people Videre it seems. I need to either go in to comedy full time or live alone
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:40 pm]: ball-in of course has connotations
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:42 pm]: <a href="http://i1107.photobucket.com/albums/h388/Carys28/Cymbalmonkey_opt_zps3250c8d2.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i1107.photobucket.com/albums/h388/Carys28/Cymbalmonkey_opt_zps3250c8d2.jpg</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: sorry. A little delirious. I  monkeylove your banner :o):o):favorite:
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:46 pm]: And to the casual observer Videre is a happily married woman and so am I
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: balls-up
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:48 pm]: come in with ball-in and go out with balls up
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: LOL!  i :favorite: you!
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: night Videre. With men it's easier to see balls out.
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: :favorite: too :o) dreams
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: "the ball" is something I never really took the time to research... tho it was a part of my awakening - whether real or not.. That was my point.  :)
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  ~sweet dreams :o)~
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: Yeh. I took it as that Videre. It got side-tracked a bit I think. We've talked for hours. You know I love you whatever you think. Maybe I'm a fool. But I'll take a chance.
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 9:59 pm]: Hey Psyopticon interesting questions raised the other night. The dump-load idea you seem to dismiss?
Tom-Dalpra [July 21, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: re. nuclear power stations. I really, really gotta sleep... so until then..night all.
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: :-*
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: Hi @Tom-Dalpra: Yeah, I can't really grasp the idea of a "dump load".. it's not intuitive, practical or necessary.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: if there were such as thing as "excess electricity" in the grid, it would have to be dumped all the time. What could have happened pre-nukular era?    And why "dump" surplus electricity (if such a thing existed). Why not use convert that electricity excess into stored (potential) energy?  Pumping water to a raised reservoir is one typical technique.
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: that monkey in Toms link looks like the one from toy story 3. Also the red teddy bear 'Lotso' from the same movie appears in the mh17 wreckage photos.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:12 pm]: Way back Ab and I chatted about our shared experiences visiting a nuke plant - (guided tours) - not that we saw anything.   In fact we both saw nothing.  Just the glitzy / juvenile exhibition halls with geiger tubes, van de graaff generators, etc.  All the fun things to inspire youthful interest in electricity
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: So what's in these nuke plants?  Just empty (billion buck) warehouses?
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: Doesnt electricity need to go somewhere? It at least can be let go into the ground but i imagine that is fairly dangerous!
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: You noticed how there are impossibly small amounts of steam generated by nuke plants?  Yet they supposedly work on the same basis as oil/gas-powered plants with a furnace heating water into steam, to spin a turbine blade, which has a shared shaft with a generator on it.
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: I wrote this on the weather network page I linked earlier: Are you really still dumbfounded as to why (deliberately negatively branded) so called "conspiracy theorists" wont give up their position on the quite obviously forged moon landings? Quit towing the company line and take a look for yourself at fakeologist dot com and cluesforum dot info. Forget your current paradigm and delve real deep,
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: So with the supposed generation of huge amounts of steam in nuke plants, as with oil/gas-powered plants,  where does all the steam go?!   There are no con-towers, at least not in the modern nuke plants, like the most recently built nuke plant in Britain (Sizewell B).     The nuke hoaxers claim that the very efficient condensors are used to reclaim the heat from that steam.   Really???
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: delve real deep, this isnt quite the open and free society you believe you are in. You may want to look into those so called satellites you believe you rely on too. Do us all a favour and put a little time researching this instead of regurgitating the same old tired rebuttals. You'll be glad you did.
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: I wonder if they'll even notice.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:18 pm]: If these amazingly efficient condensors are used in nuke plants, why aren't they retro-fitted to oil/gas-powered plants?
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: Hehe!  Good for you, Ban!  It is largely a waste of time; at best there'll be that all-typical scoffing of the know-it-all-know-nothings!  Snarf Snarf!
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:23 pm]: Electricity doesn't have to go anywhere, Ban.    There's 240 / 120 volt potential in the ring mains around every home.   And many kilovolts across the high tension networks.   That potential is still there, even if we turn off all our appliances.  So long as the (switching) gap is adequately wide, it won't arc across.   Remember what electricity is - just a flow of a electrons.
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: "Media Fakery CNN &amp; CBS Greenscreen Reporting - Ukraine Crisis and Gulf War "  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_b8ICE6W9cc&#038;list=UUgiwt2OxgArjIo2CW8cWJzA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_b8ICE6W9cc&#038;list=UUgiwt2OxgArjIo2CW8cWJzA</a>
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:24 pm]: adequately break that flow (with a switch) and there's no current - no load.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: it would be more dangerous and costly to use a "dump load" than not doing so.If these nuke plants really were just "dump loads", that so-called excess would have to be transported across the grid - to the fake nuke plants, when in theory they use of a clutch on the turbine shaft, or a bypass valve for excess steam from the power plant burner could be used at the point of generation..
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: @JohnnyClues: I just watched that JC!  Wish people would properly record this footage though! Videoing the TV screen is so primitive!
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: oops, carys made that connection in the thread earlier! (mh17).
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: Hi khammad! You there?
Joey Z [July 21, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: @JohnnyClues: I watched that vid and some others. The dude in the first video
was reminiscent of the storied "Tidy-bowl-Man." Completely silly!!!! :-0
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: Hey psyopticon, good stuff. So you cant have too much power, or 'potential' in a grid?
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: Johnny C is next up to bat! MH17 man. MH17.
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: yea the clip is very sad....@1:38 - "...Ivan Watson, with some excellent "on the water" reporting....." :-)
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: Gotta satisfy Rollo's demand or he may just up and leave.
Joey Z [July 21, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: @ The Dust Ban + J.C.  " Dust Ban 19  was a ragging success! Los tres Amigos de Canada knocked that one out of the fucking park!!!!
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: been looking at it more... gonna do some recording sometime....
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: Yeah, if you increase the "potential difference" (voltage) too high, then the current will jump gaps (arc).. So that's carefully regulated across the grid.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: Strange how that nukelies.com site, after doing so much sterling work exposing the nuke hoax, ends up pushing the phony "dump load" theory.
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: @Joey Z: merci, je deteste les ptb et les numeros ils four avec
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: Who is "russianvids" ?   Someone who posts on fakeologist.com or cluesforum.info ?
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: @psyopticon: just some random youtube truth seeker I guess, though I did not agree with many of his vids, I doagree  the green screen waterskiing "reporter" vid
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: @psyopticon: I don't think he is a member here but no idea
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: Hey thanks Joey Z! (is it Zee or Zed?) It was all Johnny, we made him do it. :D
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: Johnny Ive got the rest of the week off so I may be able to help out with an earlier weekday time.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 11:10 pm]: Ahh, thanks @JohnnyClues.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 11:13 pm]: That "Brendan Hunt" creation is far too slick.  Even his script belies a more aged hand.  And who could get so obsessively worked up over Sandy Hook?  It is but one hoax among many.   (It scarcely got any media coverage in the UK.)
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: My comment is gone already! They took it down right away.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: From the weather today site?
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: Yes. Hilarious.
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:18 pm]: <a href="http://www.theweathernetwork.com/news/articles/the-infamous-moon-landing-hoax/32186/1/1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theweathernetwork.com/news/articles/the-infamous-moon-landing-hoax/32186/1/1</a>
Videre Licet [July 21, 2014 - 11:21 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: Wow!  Someone's on their game.  How long was it there for?
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:25 pm]: Not sure. I just wrote this: BanazÃ®r Galbasi - Just erase everything I say, its just easier to suppress the truth than to confront it.

just now
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:25 pm]: See if its still there.
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 11:26 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: cool, if any fakeologist is interested in a 20 minute MH17 chat, for Ep8, please let me know
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: Tonight? I'll let you know soon...
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: Comment is still up. Hmm.
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: I'm too shattered, JC..  It's 4/30am here 8o
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 11:34 pm]: @psyopticon: np, maybe if your free sometime tomorrow, just message me, and we can work out a time if you want to mh17 chat
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:35 pm]: I reposted my comment. Lets see how long it lasts: <a href="http://www.theweathernetwork.com/news/articles/the-infamous-moon-landing-hoax/32186/1/1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.theweathernetwork.com/news/articles/the-infamous-moon-landing-hoax/32186/1/1</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:36 pm]: On the bloody weather network, jeez...
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: yeah, sounds good, jc!
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: Yup. Ten seconds. They've left up the second comment though. Very silly. Shilly.
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:40 pm]: You should record everyone you can for 20 minutes and cobble them together for a full lengt show. Or keep it short and call it JC Lite. Or maybe *Ligt to avoid copywrite infringement with the fellas over at dust ban.
Banazir Galbasi [July 21, 2014 - 11:40 pm]: Oops *Light
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: did my "spooky" promo give you any nightmares? :-)
psyopticon [July 21, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: Hehe, pathetic censorship, Ban!
JohnnyClues [July 21, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: yea, I was thinking the same, JC Light it is
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 12:05 am]: I just listened, awesome hahahaha
psyopticon [July 22, 2014 - 12:13 am]: gnite guys!
Johan Backes [July 22, 2014 - 1:02 am]: <a href="http://youtu.be/ks0K3WK3p-Y" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/ks0K3WK3p-Y</a>  Buzz Aldrin admits moon landing was a simulation
Johan Backes [July 22, 2014 - 1:19 am]: <a href="http://youtu.be/t-c9VQ-BDJI?list=UUyNPWFz40XeHT2pWAwoSD3g" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/t-c9VQ-BDJI?list=UUyNPWFz40XeHT2pWAwoSD3g</a>  Rory makes the most sense when talking flat earth
ab [July 22, 2014 - 5:46 am]: @psyopticon: If nuke plants are not dump load sinks then perhaps they do nothing. Either way I doubt any electrons come FROM the plants. I would say steam comes out only when there is too much excess power, which should not happen that often. Most of the excess power can be siphoned off easily by driving the dynamo-less turbines.
ab [July 22, 2014 - 12:49 pm]: If you're blocked from the site (like I am it seems daily), you'll have to hit me up at <a href="mailto:imafakeologist@gmail.com" target="_blank">imafakeologist@gmail.com</a> and send me your ip. Whenever the site gets slow I complain and they seem to block anyone online at the time
Cobra Commander [July 22, 2014 - 2:42 pm]: I watched Reviewmanify's new video, and he and a few commenters on his video have noticed there are a few expired passports with triangle cuts and holes punched. I haven't traveled abroad, so I'm no passport expert. Is this a good clue in proving fakery?
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 4:59 pm]: @ab: many times when I log onto fakeologist.com, I have to go back a page and then go forward 2 pages to get onto your site.  My little 'hack' works well when your site seems to be running slow to log me on.
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: @psyopticon: about Sandy Hook, I waaaay into it.  I have made several videos. But ya, Brendan Hunts videos are a little slick, but his lighting sucks, so not so slick.
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 5:13 pm]: How to tell if Sandy Hook is a Psypop   <a href="http://youtu.be/GeXFr35WyHU?list=UUezbSzVUOWc5XMSBFnCePsw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/GeXFr35WyHU?list=UUezbSzVUOWc5XMSBFnCePsw</a>
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 5:13 pm]: You be the Judge on George  <a href="http://youtu.be/rfunV0h2EQQ?list=UUezbSzVUOWc5XMSBFnCePsw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/rfunV0h2EQQ?list=UUezbSzVUOWc5XMSBFnCePsw</a>
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 6:05 pm]: @khammad: looks like 1st guy has on a ton of makeup. maybe she should've "went goldbug with the ears" because they do look different. lol
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 6:07 pm]: Adam Curry claims he knows people who know people (no more than one removed) who died on the MH17 flight. maybe it's one of his clandestine agency family members.
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 6:20 pm]: greenscreen compilation. some good ones here. early ones on the boat and Anderson (cuss) Cooper in a war zone are the most blatant.     <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLSwvZd17Qw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fLSwvZd17Qw</a>
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 6:55 pm]: @derealium: I am tending to agree with you about clandestine agency family members.  I notice Adam routinely reroutes John to stay on point, when he claims they sort of wing it.
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 7:18 pm]: @khammad: There's no leap of faith needed, his uncle Donald Gregg worked for the CIA for 30 years. They do a good job clipping/analyzing the ridiculous American media and politickers, but I sure don't trust them beyond entertainment. They also use info from "listeners" as if they aren't fed bullshit by "listeners"
columjaddica [July 22, 2014 - 7:27 pm]: "Authorities said that at around 3:30 a.m., the lights that illuminate the U.S. flags on either side of the bridge could be seen flickering and then going out completely."
JohnnyClues [July 22, 2014 - 7:31 pm]: "The Light and the Darkness Meme "  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vScqrVRJbHA&#038;list=UUV_J8--LzIOSSH5nkW06WSQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vScqrVRJbHA&#038;list=UUV_J8--LzIOSSH5nkW06WSQ</a>
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 7:35 pm]: @JohnnyClues: I love that meme in particular, even more than "it didn't seem real".  Gene Rosen and guy with a 'cast' from Aurora in the vid.  good one
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: I'd also noticed a lot of the blockbuster movies had the "darkness" theme the past couple of years.  Dark Knight Rises, Star Trek into Darkness, Thor: The Dark World, Dark Shadows, Zero Dark Thirty.
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 7:56 pm]: Don't forget "42-the story of Jackie Robinson".  :-)
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 7:56 pm]: Nice
ab [July 22, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: @khammad: did you try different browsers?
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 9:00 pm]: @ab: Yes, tried explorer, slower, and fuck firefox
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 9:00 pm]: pardone the french
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 9:21 pm]: Hi.
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 9:21 pm]: khammad, I've been trying to get ahold of you!
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: Hey's for horse. Hi's for meth heads
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: Tom! Hi. Do a recording tonight? Courtesy of Mr. Clues?
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: Blue Moon's for people who won't admit that Hitler was Walt Disney
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 9:27 pm]: done ran off Tom. I knew at least 2 people on MH17 who sold me good shit in Amsterdam.
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: they said it'd cure my crabs, didn't know they were HIV hoaxsters
Dustyash [July 22, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: Met guy at work today and he asked me out of the blue have you been following flight MH17.
Dustyash [July 22, 2014 - 9:42 pm]: . I said yeah a little I did not want to tell him my thoughts about it just yet so I just listened to him before I played my cards and to my surprise he thinks it is a staged event in other words a hoax I was thrilled to say the least.
Dustyash [July 22, 2014 - 9:42 pm]: The next thing out of my mouth the only thing I could think of... of saying the only recommendation was and I asked have you heard of Fakeologist.com he said no and I said go to that site you will really find it interesting I hope he finds his way here he wrote the text in his phone and saved it so hopefully
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 9:45 pm]: everyone died and everyone got hurt.  #notonemore
ab [July 22, 2014 - 9:46 pm]: @khammad: perhaps try chrome or safari I really don't know what to tell you about the site. Perhaps some bad scripts. I may  create a no frills template for people to hit that are having issues.
ab [July 22, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: I also recommend reading the site via rss fakeologist.com/feed add to feedly.com and read that way it's how I read ALL blogs including this one
ab [July 22, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: Perhaps I'll do a video on that.
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: #justafewmore   hey @Rollo: liquor
derealium [July 22, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: map of US intervention since WWII.  aka..how much the rest of the west owes Americans for ridding the world of dicktaters and trrrrrsts.    <a href="http://www.lewrockwell.com/2014/07/william-blum/us-military-and-cia-intervention/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.lewrockwell.com/2014/07/william-blum/us-military-and-cia-intervention/</a>
khammad [July 22, 2014 - 10:17 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi:  Hi back.
jimbo [July 22, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: Rollo was a blast on his last call in. I say more cowbell next time Rollo. Cheers.
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 10:43 pm]: @khammad. Have you been on Skype in a while? I have an idea for you.
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: you guys wanna join an mh27 discussion call?
Banazir Galbasi [July 22, 2014 - 11:38 pm]: contact banazir2980 on skype.
Rollo [July 23, 2014 - 9:02 am]: <a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2395417/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.imdb.com/title/tt2395417/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1</a>  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXykbElK9RQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXykbElK9RQ</a>
ab [July 23, 2014 - 1:19 pm]: <a href="http://histogram.fakeologist.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://histogram.fakeologist.com</a> needs updating please
columjaddica [July 23, 2014 - 1:23 pm]: @ab: Feed readers are also good for keeping up on lots of forums, like Cluesforum. You kind of get an inbox with links to unread comments, in chronological order from all of the various subforums. Before that I would browse to CluesForum and then click around a bunch of places and end up leaving not quite sure if I saw all the new content.
Banazir Galbasi [July 23, 2014 - 1:31 pm]: oops, mh27? No wonder no one answered!
JohnnyClues [July 23, 2014 - 1:36 pm]: "Letterman - 9/11 Monologue"  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBLgp1qTCTg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBLgp1qTCTg</a>   - Body Language Hand To Face Gestures   <a href="http://www.iwaha.com/ebook/index.php?p=8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.iwaha.com/ebook/index.php?p=8</a>
JohnnyClues [July 23, 2014 - 1:36 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi:  send me ep8 when you can thanks
nimblehorse [July 23, 2014 - 3:53 pm]: hey Ab, are you still collecting 'Quotes' ? seen this 1 ? &gt; 'Once is happenstance. Twice is coincidence. Three times, it's enemy action.' Ian Fleming
ab [July 23, 2014 - 4:42 pm]: @columjaddica: yes you are right
ab [July 23, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: mh27 is next week's crash
ab [July 23, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: @nimblehorse: i like that
khammad [July 23, 2014 - 4:49 pm]: "Mh27 is next weeks crash" quote of week!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 6:09 pm]: Asiana Airlines SFO "Plane Crash" - A Drill to Set Up The Malaysian MH17 Ukraine Airplane Crash Hoax  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elXEt9uHnkQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=elXEt9uHnkQ</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 23, 2014 - 6:57 pm]: Ho Lee Fuk, good find Jan
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 7:38 pm]: @Banazir Galbasi: ;)
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 7:54 pm]: Great Russianvids video, @Jan Erik Hansen - though still not sure why the Asiana 214 crash hoax from July 2013 was a "drill to set up the MH17 crash hoax"   ??   How and Why??
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 7:57 pm]: @psyopticon:  It was like a test to se how the herd animals would react i gues. As they did repeat it the test was a sucses i think ! 8o
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 7:59 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen:  Ahh.. Thanks Jan.   Ultimately, all Asian airlines are portrayed as dangerous?  Paving the way for take-over by Anglo-Euro-American interests?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:02 pm]: @psyopticon:  Think its AGENDA 21 driven agenda ! In the future only sancioned travel wil be alowed for the population ! So they are doing this to soften the efect when they wil restrict travel for the herd ! We have to give up travel to save the planet RIGHT ?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:03 pm]: @psyopticon:  And i think its Anglo Duthc NOt Anglo American by the way ! :_D
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:04 pm]: hehe!  The Anglo-Dutch slimemold!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:04 pm]: you follow Larouche, Jan?  He's always talking about the Anglo-Dutch empire.
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:06 pm]: Yeah, I dated an Agenda 21 goon.  The sort that recycles bus tickets and sweet papers to help stop "global warming".
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:07 pm]: Agenda 21 is a serious force?  Or just a deluded bunch of Fascist Green Smellies?  Interesting.  They've got a nasty totalitarian streak to them.  Never beore considered their role in imposing a  transport lock-down.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:09 pm]: @psyopticon:  A hint : <a href="https://www.google.no/search?q=dutch+east+india+company&#038;client=firefox-a&#038;hs=ren&#038;rls=org.mozilla:nb-NO:official&#038;channel=sb&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=-U3QU-myEqT9ywPx4IDwCQ&#038;ved=0CCsQsAQ&#038;biw=888&#038;bih=482&#038;dpr=1.62" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.no/search?q=dutch+east+india+company&#038;client=firefox-a&#038;hs=ren&#038;rls=org.mozilla:nb-NO:official&#038;channel=sb&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=-U3QU-myEqT9ywPx4IDwCQ&#038;ved=0CCsQsAQ&#038;biw=888&#038;bih=482&#038;dpr=1.62</a> <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_West_India_Company" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dutch_West_India_Company</a> <a href="http://www.victorianweb.org/history/empire/india/eic.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.victorianweb.org/history/empire/india/eic.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:10 pm]: @psyopticon:  Its in the pipeline i think !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:13 pm]: The Environmentalists are seriously brainwashed people! They give me the heeby-jeebies!  Some interesting material on the seed capital for Greenpeace/FriendsOftheEarth et. al coming from  British / Dutch oligarchic families
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:14 pm]: I think we're on much the same page, Jan.   EIR has published  loads of material on the East India Company/ies.   Its consolidation of the Opium Trade, and so on.
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:15 pm]: The history of the "Serene Republic of Venice", displaced to Amsterdam and then London - thus the true history of the Empire.. a fascist financial one
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:16 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: Along those lines?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:19 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfnddMpzPsM" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfnddMpzPsM</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:20 pm]: @psyopticon:  YES that is the CORE of it ! :-D
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:21 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: That looks a good vid.. Lemme find one of those EIR articles on the Green Grunts, and their masters in the Palace (behind WWF, Greenpeace, FOE, and other ecofascist operations).
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:24 pm]: @psyopticon:  COOL !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:24 pm]: <a href="http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1995/eirv22n03-19950113/index.html--" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1995/eirv22n03-19950113/index.html--</a> not the only article
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: oops... <a href="http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1995/eirv22n03-19950113/index.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.larouchepub.com/eiw/public/1995/eirv22n03-19950113/index.html</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:27 pm]: Chuckle - good vid.  Who made it?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: Not shure ! Just found it now as a clue for U !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:32 pm]: hehe! thanks! it's pretty sick but gets across their mindset very well!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:36 pm]: there used to be a better quality version of this image, supposedly showing the asiana airliner, after it had crashed.  it looked just like an airfix miniature model... anyone else remember it?  beta.img.cbsnews.com/i/2013/07/06/cdacb69d-1c4f-11e3-9918-005056850598/17a3084446.jpg
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:36 pm]: oops: <a href="http://beta.img.cbsnews.com/i/2013/07/06/cdacb69d-1c4f-11e3-9918-005056850598/17a3084446.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://beta.img.cbsnews.com/i/2013/07/06/cdacb69d-1c4f-11e3-9918-005056850598/17a3084446.jpg</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: @psyopticon: :idea:
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: ahh.. sorry.. oone of those web links that changes every time you view it :O
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 8:53 pm]: Fraudcast News: You Will Believe What the Media Tells You To <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJxuKVbIF0o" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yJxuKVbIF0o</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XOnCckiYlk&#038;list=UUVEaFSr-jdTa_QE4PPSkVJw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XOnCckiYlk&#038;list=UUVEaFSr-jdTa_QE4PPSkVJw</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:08 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: neat little vid.  Concluding with "which plane is this?" (MH17 or MH360?)  Probably neither?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:16 pm]: @psyopticon:  YEP !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:17 pm]: Just a pile of rusty metal sheeting :?  Move along now, nothing here to see!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:19 pm]: @psyopticon:  Its a big JOKE ! And a ritual of mocking the STUPID masses ! They love to mock the herd they have made so ignorant trough the public slave indoctrination camps caled schools ! LOL !!!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: hehe!  all those years wasted.  Just spotted that in Britain, you can study university level courses in Nuclear Power and Space Travel..  neither of which lead to any recognised qualification!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: @psyopticon:  Its hilarious realy ! LOL !!!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: We had a sim candidate in the last local election.. "He" (or whoever writes "his" press releases) boasted of having studied Space Travel at university!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: @psyopticon:  Forgive my bad writing. Have dyslecsia i think ! But hope i get my mesage acros !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: @psyopticon:  Thats F.ing FUNNY LOL !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:24 pm]: message very much understood, Jan!   I thought you were in Norway, not Holland tho?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: I live in Oslo Norway ! Facist comunist UTOPIA ! The best counntry in the world they say ! LOL !!!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: Another Socialist Worker State!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: @psyopticon:  Its a nightmare over here !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: it's the same in Britain. same the world over. Witless flocks of sheeple living only for their soap operas, and their game shows!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: @psyopticon:  Yes that sums it up LOL ! Good one mate ! :-D
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: <a href="http://amazingdiscoveries.org/S-deception-Jesuits_French_Reformation_Hitler" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://amazingdiscoveries.org/S-deception-Jesuits_French_Reformation_Hitler</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: <a href="http://drakeshelton.com/2012/01/18/the-jesuit-roots-of-socialism-and-communism/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://drakeshelton.com/2012/01/18/the-jesuit-roots-of-socialism-and-communism/</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: The number of clued-up people who aren't operative for the Apparatus is tiny here.    And many of the Nutworkers - cops for example - have such compartmentalised roles that they don't really 'get' what's going on.  Most just 'know' from experience not to question.
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:31 pm]: Sheeple in jackboots.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:33 pm]: @psyopticon:  YES thats so true !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:33 pm]: The first Jesuit article looks good :-)
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: Take a look at this : <a href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/19/Norwegian_Constitution.djvu/page3-815px-Norwegian_Constitution.djvu.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/1/19/Norwegian_Constitution.djvu/page3-815px-Norwegian_Constitution.djvu.jpg</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:34 pm]: About that Larouche link earlier.. not for a minute supporting their garbage on NA$A or Nuke Power
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: @psyopticon:  What most people dont get is that the JESUIT order is not catholic ! Its a privately owned military order of The Venetian OLIGARCY who uses it as a tool of infiltration and subersion of the countries thy set up in !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: They sounds very likely!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: @psyopticon:  Wel thats my stance to on them. ! But one have to sifen out the good info from sources where it is available i think !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:38 pm]: @psyopticon:  Its the palne truth !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:39 pm]: Look in to what monastic order who survived tha sacking of them under king Henry 8
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:41 pm]: Hint : <a href="http://franciscansindia.com/images/friars.JPG" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://franciscansindia.com/images/friars.JPG</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:50 pm]: which order is that?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: @psyopticon:  Fransciscan order ! THe shape of the coat de arms is the style of the Vinice nobels use ! ETC
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissolution_of_the_Monasteries" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dissolution_of_the_Monasteries</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:54 pm]: Have you read those articles on Venice by Tarpley and others (Tarpley's a fraud over 9/11, but his earlier material seems better)
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 9:56 pm]: See: <a href="http://wlym.com/archive/oakland/brutish/EIRPalmerstonsZoo.PDF" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wlym.com/archive/oakland/brutish/EIRPalmerstonsZoo.PDF</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 9:59 pm]: @psyopticon: <a href="http://romeartlover.tripod.com/Venezia.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://romeartlover.tripod.com/Venezia.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:00 pm]: @psyopticon:  I think i have. Wil take a good look tomorow ! I laike him but he has comunist leanings i think !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: Tarpley? Not sure where he is politically - left or right - Ivy league historian - vatican-linked and just another 9/11 hoaxer..
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:04 pm]: Mazzini is mentioned in that EIR issue on Palmeston's Zoo (!)... and also the 200 year Venetian Takeover of England..  It's a good booklet.    Much of what we were never taught in our history classes
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: @psyopticon:  WEl he has som good info ! The rest i sort out by structual method ! Not so hard to do if one have a functioning brain realy !!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:05 pm]: @psyopticon:  Yes no doubt !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:07 pm]: Mind you, we weren't really taught about anything --- the Brit Empire loves to re-live WWII War (War-Balls) History.  That's what we learned at School..  Bollocks about Gas Chambers.. The Glory of War - the Dunkirk Evacuations / D-Day Landings. Rule Britannia! Drummed it into the minds of even the youngest children.. lest they ever start to think outside the toxic little box they were born into.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:08 pm]: @psyopticon:  Its most BUNK !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:09 pm]: Uk brought Denmark Norway who was neutral in to Napolen war ! <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Copenhagen_%281807%29" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Copenhagen_%281807%29</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: @psyopticon: <a href="http://one-evil.org/content/prophecy_sabbatianism.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://one-evil.org/content/prophecy_sabbatianism.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_monasteries_dissolved_by_Henry_VIII_of_England" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_monasteries_dissolved_by_Henry_VIII_of_England</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: Have a look at Napoleon Bonaparte.   He was a descended from a Genoa/Venetian oligarchic family..  And related to the Battenbergs (Prince Philip, Royal Consort to Queen of England)) !!!   Napoleon, some say, was controlled from London.. The Napoleonic forces used to conquer other Empires, before falling they were then consolidated as part by the British!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: sorry, riddled with typos.  hopefully still made some sense!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: You enjoy all the religious stuff, Jan?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:19 pm]: @psyopticon:  No ! Religion is a tool of conrol. Mind control. That is why the city state patricians have had wars over control of the CHURCH !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: Sorry, I meant you enjoy *studying* the religious aspects of life!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: @psyopticon:  The Napolian war was set up by them to destry the royal houses and to transfer the power to them ! And it did work i think !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:21 pm]: I try to give them a wide berth - they ooze hypocrisy.. e.g. Church of England bleating on about the sanctity of human life, and then defending War and Euthanasia, etc..  garbage.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: @psyopticon:  Yes its al double think !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: Interesting question asked on Cluesforum (are you on there, too?) --   was the execution of Marie Antoinette a hoax?  Not guillotined at all, but allowed to quietly slip away to exile on some tropical island idyll (like Napoleon!)
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: Love the absurdity of the idea that the Brutish British Empire spared Napoleon his life!   The Empire slaughtered thousands of his soldiers, but let the pint-sized live out his days waited on by servants, maids, etc!! Crazy rubbish!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: <a href="http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/658423-it-has-served-us-well-this-myth-of-christ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.goodreads.com/quotes/658423-it-has-served-us-well-this-myth-of-christ</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: Hehe!  That's some quote!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:29 pm]: Pope Leo has his "Doubting Thomas" moment!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: @psyopticon:  Royals dont get killed. Its only we who die in war ! Think its been like that of cventuries realy !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:31 pm]: <a href="https://www.princeton.edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/Divine_Right_of_Kings.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.princeton.edu/~achaney/tmve/wiki100k/docs/Divine_Right_of_Kings.html</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: centuries ! It was suposed to be !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:32 pm]: Royals have their vicsims who "die" in war though!  Great social leveller - this fake notion that the oligarchs submit their own sons to die in the trenches..   Useful propaganda technique for getting the grunts to sign up for the slug-fest!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: If death in the trenches is good enough for Viscount Dunderhead, then it's good enough for our little Jimmy!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:33 pm]: @psyopticon:  Yes think thats and old MO ! No doubt  in my mind of that !!!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: sim aristocrats, inserted into the royal family trees, ready for sacrificing to the glory of war..
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: They must think we're as thick as they are!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:34 pm]: @psyopticon:  Yes something like that ! Thay are not on the frontline !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: And i think most of them was living in comfort in Switserland under WW1 and WW2. Dont U think ?
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:38 pm]: @psyopticon:  No doubt in my mind WW2 was a stagepaly ! THe NAZIES could have won the war in this : <a href="http://www.historyofwar.org/articles/operation_dynamo.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.historyofwar.org/articles/operation_dynamo.html</a> Its a bad joke the hole event ! A joke on us by the way !!!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: @psyopticon: <a href="http://one-evil.org/content/people_16c_leo_x.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://one-evil.org/content/people_16c_leo_x.html</a>
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:42 pm]: The English aristocrats?  Or did they just order Hitler and the Luftwaffe to steer well clear of their English castles?!      What's your take on the King of Norway fleeing (with the state gold, to pay the future rent)  to London..
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:43 pm]: @psyopticon:  Thats a graet question. I dont think we have real royal houses after 1814 for real ! Its al a stage performance for the herd !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: @psyopticon: WW2 was a JESUIT stage paly i think !
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: Stage play
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: yeah, that's probably the best take.  Britain probably lost its true monarchy - if that was even any good - when William of Orange (backed by Venetian bankers) was parachuted from Holland onto the English throne!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: British monarchs have been compared to Venetian doges ever since! (Disraeli said all the monarchs since William of Orange were doges)
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: @psyopticon:  wel that is some truth in that ! we chould talk on SKYPE somtime. I prefere talking over writing mate ! :-D
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: Yeah, let's get ab to do a show on the history of the venetian empire!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 23, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: @psyopticon:  YEp one day !
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 11:14 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: Look forward to it!
psyopticon [July 23, 2014 - 11:14 pm]: I gotta hit the sack!  Gnite Jan!
Johan Backes [July 24, 2014 - 4:27 am]: <a href="http://www.helping-squad.com/get-your-voice-into-any-program-with-voice-activation-or-push-to-talk/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.helping-squad.com/get-your-voice-into-any-program-with-voice-activation-or-push-to-talk/</a>  An Expert Alternative to Skype for broadcasting would be Teamspeak.  It allows for all kinds of customisation and the audio is not in the hands of Microsoft or Google.  Excellent and reliable Audio in conference, Above is a tut for streaming the audio...if you get sick of hassles with Skype try it@
Johan Backes [July 24, 2014 - 4:47 am]: <a href="http://www.teamspeak.com/?page=teamspeak3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.teamspeak.com/?page=teamspeak3</a>
Johan Backes [July 24, 2014 - 4:50 am]: embed it in the site <a href="http://addons.teamspeak.com/directory/addon/web-based/devMX-TeamSpeak3-Webviewer-for-Wordpress.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://addons.teamspeak.com/directory/addon/web-based/devMX-TeamSpeak3-Webviewer-for-Wordpress.html</a>
ab [July 24, 2014 - 5:16 am]: @Johan Backes: Thanks I'll look
ab [July 24, 2014 - 5:17 am]: @psyopticon: @Jan Erik Hansen: yes let's do it. How to the freemasons fit in?
Banazir Galbasi [July 24, 2014 - 2:25 pm]: Predicting another disaster in Norway: <a href="http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-norways-anticipated-terror-attack.html?m=1" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://freetofindtruth.blogspot.ca/2014/07/33-norways-anticipated-terror-attack.html?m=1</a> Where were you Jan btw on that fateful day back in 2011? July 22 to be exact. Im not accusing, just sayin'. :D
khammad [July 24, 2014 - 5:05 pm]: History of the Venetian Empire? Is it a drinking game? If so, I would like to participate
ab [July 24, 2014 - 5:09 pm]: @khammad: you're in.
khammad [July 24, 2014 - 5:21 pm]: :?
psyopticon [July 24, 2014 - 5:39 pm]: Sounds good, ab!
ab [July 24, 2014 - 6:51 pm]: who wants to try teamspeak? download it at teamspeak.com and connect to me here: 71.19.245.59 ... find the group fakeologist and enter password fake.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 24, 2014 - 7:10 pm]: Refeudalization <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refeudalization" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Refeudalization</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 24, 2014 - 7:11 pm]: In the modern era, the term "refeudalization" is used for policies that give special privileges to organized groups such as NGOs.
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 7:31 pm]: Futile-ism is our doctrine. Tread not on me.  Huge areas of the earth as we know it under the same laws, put in effect worldwide at the same time it seems. decentralizing and nullifying seems to be the only way to stop the new golden age of hoaxism.  welcome to left field.
Rollo [July 24, 2014 - 7:37 pm]: @ab ....regarding the teamspeak thing....the agreement is quite wordy....did you read it all?
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 7:38 pm]: dark/light symborism all over this "#9" video.  the "free" Korea uses this stuff constantly.  (hot girls)  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qk52ypnGs68" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qk52ypnGs68</a>
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 7:45 pm]: @Rollo: I don't want to download anything after the new Youtube downloader changed the settings on all my browsers and Norton lit up with trojan viruses.
Rollo [July 24, 2014 - 7:47 pm]: ill stick with skype
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 7:51 pm]: Find the creator of Sweet Tunes and hang him.
ab [July 24, 2014 - 7:59 pm]: 71.19.245.59 come to this server and chat we're talking to Nima from Iran
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 8:05 pm]: looks like gamer shit to me, so it can't be too bad.
Rollo [July 24, 2014 - 8:07 pm]: Wood U like to plAy a gAme?
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 8:08 pm]: Yes, Under the Table
Rollo [July 24, 2014 - 8:09 pm]: iran so far away.....ill check the teaspeak thing out....and maysee you there one day soon
Rollo [July 24, 2014 - 8:11 pm]: take 2 ....ill check the teamspeak thing out......ie read the agreement....talk to you soonish
Banazir Galbasi [July 24, 2014 - 8:48 pm]: Where is everybody? Are you all hiding out in a new location? Fine, be that way! We don't need you! .... Can I come too?O:-D
Banazir Galbasi [July 24, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: Rollo, you got your file yet?
Rollo [July 24, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: its downloading now.....thankU
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: you're missing out on an entire episode
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: <a href="http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0765432/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0765432/</a>     The Baader Meinhof Complex
derealium [July 24, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: A look at Germany's terrorist group, The Red Army Faction (RAF), which organized bombings, robberies, kidnappings and assassinations in the late 1960s and '70s.
Banazir Galbasi [July 24, 2014 - 10:30 pm]: is the conversation being streamed?
Johan Backes [July 24, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: Did you guys make an improptu recording?
Johan Backes [July 24, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: YOu can try out Ventrillo voice as well, same kind of thing.  Its a very pwerful communication platform for audio
ab [July 25, 2014 - 5:22 am]: @Johan Backes: Thanks I will check it
ab [July 25, 2014 - 8:50 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/audio-chat/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/audio-chat/</a> come over and try our new audiochat
Tom-Dalpra [July 25, 2014 - 11:17 pm]: can you match the downed bird with the psyOp plane?   <a href="http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17/page/4/#post-11093" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/forums/topic/malaysia-airlines-flight-mh17/page/4/#post-11093</a>
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 12:50 pm]: @ab: that link isn't working (for me at least).   nice 1hr talk between aaron/policestateradio and Justin Bryant on Isis fakery and USA/Canada.     <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb39gRJ-m0U" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mb39gRJ-m0U</a>
aralsea [July 26, 2014 - 1:20 pm]: With all the podcasts, why not create the "Fakeologist Radio Network":D
aralsea [July 26, 2014 - 1:20 pm]: FRN
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 3:38 pm]: works without the http.   <a href="http://fakeologist.com/audiochat/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/audiochat/</a>
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 3:38 pm]: fakeologist.com/audiochat/
Banazir Galbasi [July 26, 2014 - 3:48 pm]: Here is a list of plane crashes that probably are worth looking into: <a href="http://listverse.com/2014/07/23/10-controversial-air-crash-conspiracy-theories/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://listverse.com/2014/07/23/10-controversial-air-crash-conspiracy-theories/</a>
Banazir Galbasi [July 26, 2014 - 3:55 pm]: Excellent fear porn: <a href="http://listverse.com/2014/07/26/10-real-supervillain-plots-from-governments-around-the-world/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://listverse.com/2014/07/26/10-real-supervillain-plots-from-governments-around-the-world/</a>
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 6:12 pm]: I prefer my fear porn to involve leather and restraints tho
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 7:04 pm]: I like my fear porn like I like my women, 5'8" and 220 lbs, with an androg name like Alex
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 7:35 pm]: teamspeak show tonight in 5 minutes, hosted by Jan.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 8:11 pm]: @derealium:  Have not figured that teamspeak thing out yet !
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 8:17 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: was just wishful thinking and jiving. I didn't want to DL it either, but it seemed like a gamer thing so I didn't think it could be too harmful.  When I open the app it asks for IP..71.19.245.59.  password is "fake".  you'll see a few other groups there.
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 8:18 pm]: Ab gave me that IP
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 8:42 pm]: nobody likes the IP-centric stuff @ab.  I planned on reformatting that teamspeak IP to capture Jan in an inescapable voice prison. lmao
ab [July 26, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/audiochat" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/audiochat</a> to get settings for the teamspeak server
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: This sofware is hard to figure out with the USB headset i have.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 8:59 pm]: Got it NOW !
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: everyone (nobodies) are on "WCC" on that server.  But you might see my name in default channel 'DerealTourniquet' in honor of the Boston Bombing
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: They who can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.
Franklin's Contributions to the Conference on February 17 (III) Fri, Feb 17, 1775
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: I'm only willing to give up my liberty for the greater good of the collective.
ab [July 26, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: <a href="https://news.google.ca/news/section?pz=1&#038;cf=all&#038;q=9%2F11&#038;siidp=1ae848408c88ff70138016321e2fa139f5d6" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://news.google.ca/news/section?pz=1&#038;cf=all&#038;q=9%2F11&#038;siidp=1ae848408c88ff70138016321e2fa139f5d6</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: <a href="http://i-uv.com/freedom-story-arthur-koberinski-2/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i-uv.com/freedom-story-arthur-koberinski-2/</a>
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: thanks for the save @ab.  lone ranger on the backup channel. lol
aralsea [July 26, 2014 - 9:28 pm]: cant connect to server
ab [July 26, 2014 - 9:29 pm]: @aralsea: keep trying
aralsea [July 26, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: I downloaded Client 32 bit is that the right one
aralsea [July 26, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: also available Server 32 and 64 bit whats the diff?
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 9:35 pm]: 32bit or 64bit computer. check your computer properties
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 9:36 pm]: or maybe it is a version of windows property
aralsea [July 26, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: ok i tried the 64 bit the computer said my system is 32 so i have the 32 client version not the 32 server version - still fails to connect
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 10:22 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wallenberg_family" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wallenberg_family</a>
derealium [July 26, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: wow...Janknowledge.  what I've heard tonight is surely the best compilation. hope the recording works
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: <a href="http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2733669/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2733669/</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: <a href="https://www.google.no/search?q=lord+of+the+rings+gollum&#038;client=opera&#038;hs=buG&#038;channel=suggest&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=1nHUU_rrB4rnywOzsICYAQ&#038;ved=0CB8QsAQ&#038;biw=1412&#038;bih=755" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.no/search?q=lord+of+the+rings+gollum&#038;client=opera&#038;hs=buG&#038;channel=suggest&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=1nHUU_rrB4rnywOzsICYAQ&#038;ved=0CB8QsAQ&#038;biw=1412&#038;bih=755</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 11:31 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytnINw6kqoE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ytnINw6kqoE</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 11:32 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z69JQY929vY" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z69JQY929vY</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 11:37 pm]: <a href="http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/aquarian.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/aquarian.htm</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 26, 2014 - 11:52 pm]: <a href="https://archive.org/details/TheodorW.AdornoCultureIndustry" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://archive.org/details/TheodorW.AdornoCultureIndustry</a>
jimbo [July 27, 2014 - 12:24 am]: Listening to a past Dustban chat about the music industry and Led Zeppelin employing  overdubbing in 'The Song Remains The Same'. In the studio recording this is assumed of course but In the 1975 movie this song was presented as live footage without overdubbing. Another example of music industry fakery.
jimbo [July 27, 2014 - 12:28 am]: Also when it comes to sampling music hooks in new songs today the artists have to pay a fee for that hook. They just don't steal that riff and get away with it. You can't record more than 7 notes of someones song with copyright infringement. But they can make an agreement for the rights to that hook, for a fee price.
jimbo [July 27, 2014 - 12:36 am]: What would you guys say to the top master minds of 911 if they invited you out for a beer with them? Me? 'Hey, you guys did a great job on that psyop. No one died. You took the time to empty the buildings and clear the area for controlled demolition. Thanks for doing it that way dudes'.
aralsea [July 27, 2014 - 7:22 am]: Nonsense 65 (6+5 = 11) million years ago <a href="https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/most-earths-species-destroyed-giant-220539502.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://ca.finance.yahoo.com/news/most-earths-species-destroyed-giant-220539502.html</a>
aralsea [July 27, 2014 - 7:23 am]: MH17 (11+6=17) (upside down and reverse 9+11)
ab [July 27, 2014 - 12:06 pm]: @aralsea: did you get teamspeak working?
ab [July 27, 2014 - 12:08 pm]: <a href="http://s3.fakeologist.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s3.fakeologist.com</a> is now streaming audiochat LIVE. In order to get into the live channel, you must request permission from an Operator. Operators will be identified over time. If you hear nothing, that's because no one is there.
ab [July 27, 2014 - 12:08 pm]: Go to <a href="http://fakeologist.com/audiochat" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/audiochat</a> for more details
ab [July 27, 2014 - 1:14 pm]: We will try for a broadcast this evening
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 2:32 pm]: <a href="http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/terrorisme/pst-ingen-livstegn-paa-lang-tid/a/23255338/&#038;usg=ALkJrhjfWo9WZhcMwVtorb7p5aAz9uS25g" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_c?depth=1&#038;hl=en&#038;rurl=translate.google.com&#038;tl=en&#038;u=http://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/terrorisme/pst-ingen-livstegn-paa-lang-tid/a/23255338/&#038;usg=ALkJrhjfWo9WZhcMwVtorb7p5aAz9uS25g</a>
khammad [July 27, 2014 - 4:48 pm]: Anyone care to help me resolve issues with Teamspeak?
khammad [July 27, 2014 - 4:53 pm]: "failed to resolve hostname 'fakeologist.ddns.net" is one of the messages I am getting as I am trying to hook up to abs server.
aralsea [July 27, 2014 - 5:13 pm]: @ab: I'm on it no for 1st time
aralsea [July 27, 2014 - 5:22 pm]: I have a mic issue, wont record my mic.
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 5:44 pm]: <a href="http://psychology.about.com/od/behaviorists/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://psychology.about.com/od/behaviorists/</a>
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 5:47 pm]: just made a post and it disappeared- give me a sign that you used editorial control and i'll understand ab
ab [July 27, 2014 - 6:43 pm]: show will be at 8 or so
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 6:58 pm]: Navy Yard Shooter Aaron Alexis - His Life Today  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NS_tJHZl08" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NS_tJHZl08</a>
ab [July 27, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: no control
ab [July 27, 2014 - 7:49 pm]: @khammad: not sure...maybe you're blocked? keep trying
ab [July 27, 2014 - 7:56 pm]: @khammad: see if the backup server works
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:16 pm]: thks. hey people
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:17 pm]: Hey
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 8:18 pm]: :)
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:25 pm]: applause
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:26 pm]: This whole "everything is fake" backlash is damage control
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:27 pm]: yes, it buys into the thought process of a cognitive dissonant
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 8:30 pm]: @CalcifiedLies:  NO DOUBT !
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:31 pm]: i hear it all the time ''not everything's fake Tom!'
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 8:34 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  TV is FAKE. Reality is what we can detect with our scenses IRL.
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:34 pm]: cooper
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:41 pm]: i like this guy
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Me to !
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:43 pm]: the science of scarcity
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:44 pm]: I like that better, the magic of artificial scarcity
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: @CalcifiedLies:  magic of artificial scarcity is what it is !
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: Indeed Jan, you said it best last night, society is a FEMA camp for your mind, why would they need to move us anywhere!?
psyopticon [July 27, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: Do you think that sometimes we're "guided" to certain sites by the Apparatus, whether manually or by algorithm?  E.g. someone who's googling for environmentalist issues could be directed in their google search results to Controlled Opposition Green protest groups?
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:51 pm]: For sure psyopticon, I think that's why a lot of us have similar stories, a pre-calculated path through the gatekeepers, it's incredibly vast and in depth when you really think about it
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: in a word 'yes'
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: Well done Tom, I'm not good at in a word responses :D
psyopticon [July 27, 2014 - 8:52 pm]: Hi CL.   I guess I was "thinking aloud" in response to AbIrato's question to SMJ (on live radio)..  "How did you find Fakeologist" ?
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: no
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 8:54 pm]: :o)
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 8:57 pm]: :P
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 9:00 pm]: haha
ab [July 27, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/07/24/i-dont-think-everything-is-a-hoax/#comments" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/07/24/i-dont-think-everything-is-a-hoax/#comments</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 9:01 pm]: @CalcifiedLies:  Thanks ! I think that is a real TRUTH as it is !
Tom-Dalpra [July 27, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: yes
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: Here is one from the article comment section: "Anything that creates chaos in society is in our interest, no matter how absurd it may be. Our purpose is to destroy the current society completely, and replace with a new, truly White, one . As such, anything chipping at the power or credibility of the pillars of our jew-controlled society is in favor, regardless of whether it is intended or not."
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:06 pm]: "This mode of thinking [everything is fake] is quite frankly insane and presenting many of the various hoax theories doesnâ€™t seem to be very effective as far as bringing more people on our side".
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:09 pm]: I've heard rumous that another faction uses the "order out of chaos" motto as well
psyopticon [July 27, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: Quite... my poor old Aunty Esther.. pisspoor and deluded as the rest of us :?
ab [July 27, 2014 - 9:12 pm]: <a href="http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?t=452&#038;p=2390756#p2390756" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?t=452&#038;p=2390756#p2390756</a>
psyopticon [July 27, 2014 - 9:18 pm]: So is the particle accelerator perhaps "dual use" ??  Does it actually have a function - albeit not the one stated - or is it a total folly?
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:20 pm]: Listen to that music, shaping the perception that it is awe-inspiring progress with grand implications
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:22 pm]: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CbeA7BBOCA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4CbeA7BBOCA</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: @CalcifiedLies:  Music / harmonies are a tool to play the soul and trigger feelings in the herd ! That is why TV and movies have music. Objective reality perception is not acomanied by music ! LOL
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:23 pm]: Might not be up long, posted july 24th
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:25 pm]: Jan have you ever looked into the alleged 432hz conspiracy?
ab [July 27, 2014 - 9:26 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/07/16/lawrence-livermore-labs-nuclear-dreamworks/#comment-4663" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/07/16/lawrence-livermore-labs-nuclear-dreamworks/#comment-4663</a>
smj [July 27, 2014 - 9:30 pm]: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_History_of_the_Warfare_of_Science_with_Theology_in_Christendom" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_History_of_the_Warfare_of_Science_with_Theology_in_Christendom</a>
CalcifiedLies [July 27, 2014 - 9:32 pm]: <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=18&#038;t=246&#038;start=1305#p2391184" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=18&#038;t=246&#038;start=1305#p2391184</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: <a href="http://www.amnh.org/education/resources/rfl/web/essaybooks/cosmic/p_lemaitre.html" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.amnh.org/education/resources/rfl/web/essaybooks/cosmic/p_lemaitre.html</a>
smj [July 27, 2014 - 9:49 pm]: <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=23&#038;t=1725" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=23&#038;t=1725</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: AB: the stream keeps sliping so one have to reload the webpage. Its anoying realy :-D
smj [July 27, 2014 - 9:51 pm]: <a href="http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=23&#038;t=1735" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cluesforum.info/viewtopic.php?f=23&#038;t=1735</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 9:52 pm]: @smj:  U rock brother ! :-D
smj [July 27, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: thanks
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 10:02 pm]: @smj:  My pleasure. U have a simular mindset to me. Belive nothing. Investigate the shit. Under the revelation of the method TPTB love the real truth is there hiden in plain sight as it is ! LOL
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 10:11 pm]: <a href="https://www.google.no/search?q=the+winged+lion+venice&#038;client=firefox-a&#038;hs=Iqw&#038;rls=org.mozilla:nb-NO:official&#038;channel=sb&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=IbHVU6_2LIbnywOxh4G4Bw&#038;ved=0CB0QsAQ&#038;biw=888&#038;bih=482" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.no/search?q=the+winged+lion+venice&#038;client=firefox-a&#038;hs=Iqw&#038;rls=org.mozilla:nb-NO:official&#038;channel=sb&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=IbHVU6_2LIbnywOxh4G4Bw&#038;ved=0CB0QsAQ&#038;biw=888&#038;bih=482</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 10:13 pm]: <a href="http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/The_Winged_Lion_1000478024" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/The_Winged_Lion_1000478024</a>
Bootleg_Bill [July 27, 2014 - 10:16 pm]: <a href="http://www.chow.com/food-news/54060/what-is-ceviche/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.chow.com/food-news/54060/what-is-ceviche/</a>   &gt;What is Ceviche
ab [July 27, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/audiochat" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/audiochat</a>
ab [July 27, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: anyone interested in the aftershow get in to the audiochat and start recording!
ab [July 27, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: @smj: great show thanks!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 27, 2014 - 11:33 pm]: <a href="http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/The_Winged_Lion_1000478024" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.forgottenbooks.com/books/The_Winged_Lion_1000478024</a>
elbuggo [July 28, 2014 - 11:37 am]: Youngest Fakeologist ever debunks the Apollo hoax: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SY5Rr7VuzEE" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SY5Rr7VuzEE</a>
ab [July 28, 2014 - 12:54 pm]: @elbuggo: let's do a broadcast...where were you I contacted you for the Utoya show?
Tom-Dalpra [July 28, 2014 - 4:28 pm]: I saw a travel insurance advert with a monkey on it today, big and bold in the newspaper. I almost bought some.
psyopticon [July 28, 2014 - 6:53 pm]: @smj: @ab: Another great show!   Lots of food for thought!  On the Nuke Hoax: extraordinary the scale of the bribery (by way of 'research grants') silencing any particle physicists who burst out of the delusional bubble.
Tom-Dalpra [July 28, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: yep- must catch-up with the rest of the show. good stuff, what I did hear. Changing the subject, I've now posted in the forums on the MH17 thread twice and it's disappeared- poof- just like that. It's happened two days on the trot. Just sayin...
ab [July 28, 2014 - 8:45 pm]: @psyopticon: Thanks!
ab [July 28, 2014 - 8:46 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: come to audiochat!
Tom-Dalpra [July 28, 2014 - 8:49 pm]: i don't know how Tim, I looked the other day. I clicked a link but I got nowhere. I'll try again.
ab [July 28, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: make it your goal...Jan Erik is holding court now
Tom-Dalpra [July 28, 2014 - 9:10 pm]: man...i am trying. got work a.m. it's 2:09 and i just downloaded something but the ddns server link was down and you know me and these things...next time. i look forward to it. nite for now
Jan Erik Hansen [July 29, 2014 - 10:39 am]: Israel is not real....Hoaxed war.  <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFsCux088dw" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFsCux088dw</a>
farcevalue [July 29, 2014 - 2:00 pm]: @Jan Erik Hansen: Looking at your "Winged Lion" link I could no help but be reminded of this:                                                         <a href="http://www.local10.com/news/pegasus-statue-being-built-at-gulfstream-park/25960564" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.local10.com/news/pegasus-statue-being-built-at-gulfstream-park/25960564</a>     A pegasus-killing-a-dragon statue being built in south Florida.  110 feet tall of course.  WTF?
aralsea [July 29, 2014 - 2:44 pm]: Analysis of the resurfacing of David Cole with Fred Tobin in the 2nd hour. <a href="http://carolynyeager.net/saturday-afternoon-carolyn-revisionists-treblinka-dispute-gets-personal#comments" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://carolynyeager.net/saturday-afternoon-carolyn-revisionists-treblinka-dispute-gets-personal#comments</a>
ab [July 29, 2014 - 2:50 pm]: @aralsea: did you add teamspeak?
Tom-Dalpra [July 29, 2014 - 3:53 pm]: microphone activated- microphone muted- microphone activated - ''shut up !''.  I'm at that stage. I don't even understand what it is! haha  I seem to have located the fakeologist sever - I wait with bated breath.
aralsea [July 29, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: @ab: I did but my microphone was not recording when I tested the recorder. My mic still worked in Audacity but not in Teamspeak. Will try again later today. BTW I like some of your new banners. BBC? CBC?
aralsea [July 29, 2014 - 4:28 pm]: I hear you but u cant hear me?
ab [July 29, 2014 - 4:41 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: change the mic playback to voice activation. this is found under settings/options/capture
ab [July 29, 2014 - 5:07 pm]: party in the audiochat
Tom-Dalpra [July 29, 2014 - 5:21 pm]: it's on voice activation stlll the same.
Tom-Dalpra [July 29, 2014 - 6:19 pm]: could hear but not talk
derealium [July 29, 2014 - 6:22 pm]: everyone died and everyone got hurt on teamspeak audiochat
derealium [July 29, 2014 - 6:23 pm]: i get random times of serious echo but greenlight showing who's talking seems it was coming back from psyopticon. 
aralsea [July 29, 2014 - 6:49 pm]: Perhaps, the plane MH370, is also MH17? In other words, the wreckage footage of MH17 is actually the fuselage of MH370? They needed an actual plane to use for the footage. It is Shanksville 2.0.
fakeologist [July 29, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: @Evil Edna holding court in fakeologist.com/audiochat
khammad [July 30, 2014 - 2:28 am]: Evil Edna is my kinda gal!
khammad [July 30, 2014 - 2:46 am]: @ab: <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_news_release" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Video_news_release</a>
khammad [July 30, 2014 - 2:46 am]: @ab: VNR's, wow, pretty crazy stuff and it's right out there for anyone to read.
Tal Shiar [July 30, 2014 - 11:29 am]: Just posted a topic in the forum . . .
Tal Shiar [July 30, 2014 - 11:47 am]: Oh . .  FYI . .  When MK370 went down, I look up the flight through an Apple Application that tracks flights. It showed that the plane landed, 4 mins late. I took a screenshot of it it at the time, but I will have to go back to my home computer to get it for people. Videre can back me up on it. I showed her!
Jan Erik Hansen [July 31, 2014 - 3:21 am]: Conformity is the act of matching attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors to group norms.[1] Norms are implicit, unsaid rules, shared by a group of individuals, that guide their interactions with others. This tendency to conform occurs in small groups and/or society as a whole, and may result from subtle unconscious influences, or direct and overt social pressure. <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conformity" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conformity</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 31, 2014 - 3:36 am]: C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M S The Disapproval System <a href="http://www.anxietyculture.com/disappro.htm" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.anxietyculture.com/disappro.htm</a>
Jan Erik Hansen [July 31, 2014 - 1:46 pm]: The Mask of Sanity <a href="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Mask_of_Sanity" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Mask_of_Sanity</a>
Shady Pica [July 31, 2014 - 3:13 pm]: <a href="http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gOj0nUfSyao" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://m.youtube.com/watch?v=gOj0nUfSyao</a>
Shady Pica [July 31, 2014 - 3:21 pm]: <a href="http://vistriai.com/psychopathtest/" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://vistriai.com/psychopathtest/</a>
derealium [July 31, 2014 - 6:38 pm]: who are we trying to blame for what? For the psyops and the direction of civilization? Big question. I guess we should blame everyone who carries out the hoaxes and participates in whatever we perceive to be detrimental. long list
ab [July 31, 2014 - 8:53 pm]: <a href="http://fakeologist.com/audiochat" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/audiochat</a> .... great discussion going on at <a href="http://s3.fakeologist.com" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://s3.fakeologist.com</a>
psyopticon [July 31, 2014 - 10:20 pm]: Derelium - come back!
jimbo [July 31, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: 'Puzzling People: The Labyrinth of the Psychopath' is a great read on the psychopathic personality but not as much a technical writing as Mask Of Sanity is.    <a href="http://www.amazon.com/Puzzling-People-The-Labyrinth-Psychopath/dp/1905605285/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.amazon.com/Puzzling-People-The-Labyrinth-Psychopath/dp/1905605285/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top</a>
Tal Shiar [August 1, 2014 - 3:10 pm]: Check this out! It seems pretty cool! Don't know if it is real?   <a href="http://vimeo.com/101734446" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://vimeo.com/101734446</a>
Tom-Dalpra [August 1, 2014 - 4:47 pm]: audio chat- like eavesdropping on someone's phone when they've accidentally called you when they're phones in their pocket
Tom-Dalpra [August 1, 2014 - 4:47 pm]: their
Tom-Dalpra [August 1, 2014 - 4:50 pm]: in a toilet
Tom-Dalpra [August 1, 2014 - 4:58 pm]: I still like it, but I am a pervert
Tom-Dalpra [August 1, 2014 - 7:36 pm]: sorry - un-needed toilet reference.
fakeologist [August 1, 2014 - 9:05 pm]: Pshea and psyopticon holding court at fakeologist.com/audiochat or s3.fakeologist.com
fakeologist [August 1, 2014 - 9:27 pm]: past audiochats: <a href="http://cp.usa6.fastcast4u.com:2199/start/fakeologist2" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://cp.usa6.fastcast4u.com:2199/start/fakeologist2</a>
khammad [August 1, 2014 - 9:48 pm]: Hey Ab, I am trying to listen a at s3.fakeologist.com and I don't hear anything
Videre Licet [August 1, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: @khammad: that is because you are not talking.  LOL!
khammad [August 2, 2014 - 2:31 am]: @Videre Licet: Hahahha, but seriously, ab had just posted that people were talking.  Does the chat seem to have slowed down? It seems that way to me
ab [August 2, 2014 - 4:34 am]: @khammad: all the chatters are audiochatters now...s3 only makes noise when people talk
ab [August 2, 2014 - 4:35 am]: I installed a new cache at fakeologist. Let me know if you can see any speed difference.
khammad [August 2, 2014 - 11:17 am]: @ab: I am so glad you started audiochat in the summer!  What fun. I feel like a kid in a candy store.
ab [August 2, 2014 - 3:06 pm]: @khammad: glad you like it. We can discover new talk talent like yourself.
ab [August 2, 2014 - 3:07 pm]: No show to nite.  Summer fun time. Instead all head over to audiochat (link at top of page). B)
khammad [August 2, 2014 - 7:38 pm]: I'm at an Palestinian picnic and everything is peaceful :)
psyopticon [August 2, 2014 - 9:11 pm]: BBC DJ Mike Smith, 59, "dies during heart surgery".   Described as "Princess Diana's favourite DJ".    Another candidate for the DCP?
onebornfree [August 2, 2014 - 9:37 pm]: fakeologist.ddns.netâ€¦ does not open for me right now for some reason. Any ideas?
khammad [August 2, 2014 - 9:44 pm]: @psyopticon: Right? 59 is a good retirement age. I hope he got a watch.
psyopticon [August 2, 2014 - 9:47 pm]: "The End of Chemotherapy..as pioneering DNA project launched" ---- swapping-out one hoax for another?
psyopticon [August 2, 2014 - 9:53 pm]: Earnings from the Crypt -- Jimi Hendrix -- in Forbes' list of top ten dead celebrity earners.  But Jimi's music also lives on through his (dopellganger) brother, Leon Hendrix.    Younger sibling, Leon,  took up the guitar just 5 years ago (after years of drug addiction/jail/working for Boeing!)
psyopticon [August 2, 2014 - 9:55 pm]: @khammad: Yup, keep a watch our for one dead DJ, answering to the name of "Mike" !
khammad [August 2, 2014 - 10:14 pm]: @psyopticon: First name mike, last name check. But really, hard to research someone named Mike Smith. In the U.S. This is One if the most common names. Good call on the hoaxmakers.
Cobra Commander [August 3, 2014 - 2:04 am]: Maybe some real good 9/11 evidence to go along with the overwhelming evidence already. My friend who is a truck driver stated he was contracted to block a bridge bridge with his truck in New Jersey to the morning of 9/11 before the explosions to keep as many people as his company could from getting in New York.
Cobra Commander [August 3, 2014 - 2:11 am]: He did not know about no planes until I explained it to him a couple months back, but he was aware of vicsims back then, especially Candice L. Williams.  He said his truck crew knew that you could see her brothers fingers sorta still in her picture with her purple shirt that's the same as the family photo shirt. He was also in the military.
Cobra Commander [August 3, 2014 - 2:13 am]: He is right. You can still see the brothers fingers not completely erased if you look at her left shoulder ... <a href="http://voicesofseptember11.org/dev/memorial_content.php?idbio=888416137&#038;idcontent=5128999438" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://voicesofseptember11.org/dev/memorial_content.php?idbio=888416137&#038;idcontent=5128999438</a>
Cobra Commander [August 3, 2014 - 2:16 am]: It's the bottom pic of that link, and the family portrait is the second on this link... <a href="http://voicesofseptember11.org/dev/memorial_content.php?idbio=888416137&#038;idcontent=9569833074" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://voicesofseptember11.org/dev/memorial_content.php?idbio=888416137&#038;idcontent=9569833074</a>
Johan Backes [August 3, 2014 - 2:56 am]: <a href="http://youtu.be/bnFEx-fK8HA" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/bnFEx-fK8HA</a> A knasackout punch
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 11:05 am]: Death of Jimi Hendrix - another hoax? Is his legend living on through brother Leon Hendrix?   <a href="http://i.imgur.com/bX58jYi.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i.imgur.com/bX58jYi.jpg</a>
JohnnyClues [August 3, 2014 - 12:55 pm]: @psyopticon:  interesting.... it does have a slight "sugarman" odor to it, <a href="http://fakeologist.com/2014/05/14/sugar-hoax/#comments" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://fakeologist.com/2014/05/14/sugar-hoax/#comments</a> ... I had never heard of "Leon" till you mentioned him
Carys [August 3, 2014 - 1:59 pm]: @Johan Backes: Great video on NASA's space walk magic. :)
JohnnyClues [August 3, 2014 - 2:23 pm]: Howard Stern Interviews Leon Hendrix
<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRmJl9jQxlQ" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oRmJl9jQxlQ</a>

@5:35 - " Leon started playing guitar, like 5 years ago, a little late in life to start, but he claims Jimi Hendrix came to him, his brother came to him in a dream....right?"  "...That's Right..."
JohnnyClues [August 3, 2014 - 2:24 pm]: Leon Hendrix - Flight 93
<a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gUMt0ukK98" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gUMt0ukK98</a>
PeterShea [August 3, 2014 - 3:17 pm]: make sure it is fakeologist.ddns.net   and not fakeologist.ddns.net/    that is entered in the prompt box obf. that should sort it mate.
PeterShea [August 3, 2014 - 3:21 pm]: leon = jimi Hendrix is a fascinating notion and more likely than not to be absolutely the case, if I have come to learn anything about how all this shit works.
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 3:48 pm]: if leon hendrix is  Jimi Hendrix, then I'm Mama Cass. Now, has anyone got any cakes?
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 3:57 pm]: for what its worth I dont think Mccartney was changed, or Dylan.
aralsea [August 3, 2014 - 5:37 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: The stuff about Paul being dead is flimsy. I think he's the same man from 1964 as he is today. However, being used for the NWO agenda, certainly. Paul/Faul is conspiracy candy. Distraction from the real Beatles mind control op.
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 5:51 pm]: yep to that aralsea. I'm no disbeliever in the R'n'R  DCP - Winehouse  would be one for me. Morrison in Paris with the military father is quite a compelling profile. Janice Joplin?  Hendrix? I just don't know. My best friend was a rock'n'roll casualty at 25 yrs old. it happens for real
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 5:53 pm]: Get this one Psyopticon. I was 'bret up' in Soham. I grew up with Kevin Wells, father of Holly Wells and went to the school where it happened.
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 5:55 pm]: What's your take? Huntley framed?
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 6:50 pm]: @JohnnyClues: Interesting Hendrix tie-in there to the 911 Hoax.  Tragedy struck not just Jimi, but also foxy lady "Miss Monika Danneman". When cops re-opened the Hendrix death case, Danneman promptly gassed herself.  And "Dr John Bannister" the Ozzy quack who pumped out Hendrix's stomach - he was struck off shortly afterwards ("over an accounting error"). And then there was "Michael Jeffer
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 7:00 pm]: ...Michael Jeffery was co-manager of the Hendrix Experience.  Jeffery was "killed in a plane crash over France, 5 March 1973", along with 67 others.  A Death Notice was in The Times (London), so nothing to doubt.  Awesome BBC plane-crash photo. Debris from stricken plane fell 27,000 feet from sky".  Yet didn't even squash the ploughing ridges in the field where it fell 8o : <a href="http://bbc.in/1qJ5R" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://bbc.in/1qJ5R</a>
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 7:01 pm]: <a href="http://bbc.in/1qJ5R8t" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://bbc.in/1qJ5R8t</a>
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 7:17 pm]: From that BBC article ^^^^^ ---- "Max Chevalier, British Honorary vice-consul at Nantes, said: "Suddenly a streak of red light appeared and part of the aircraft came down with bodies flying out. It was a horrible sight."  ---    you bet!  -- cue music ---  <a href="http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DClkYml47iM#t=0m10s" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DClkYml47iM#t=0m10s</a>
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 7:24 pm]: yeh, one engine and part of a wing gouges out a massive pit in Lockerbie but there's just a bonfire this time and a hole in a roof. No real estate worth demolishing clearly
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 7:24 pm]: with mh17 i mean though same goes for france 1973
ab [August 3, 2014 - 9:02 pm]: The Rollo show is on now!
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:15 pm]: 33 is due to 1933 when the first tv broadcast took place in Berlin Germeny
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:23 pm]: Its me
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:25 pm]: Why would you not address the facts?
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:26 pm]: Go for it.  Well, you are perfectly entitled to think what you want, but I base it on physical evidence.
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:27 pm]: <a href="http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/zamudio.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/zamudio.jpg</a>
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 10:28 pm]: @Ed-Chiarini: The Ian Huntley Hoax -- that's one for Tom Dalpra -- Soham Cambridgeshire England is his home town!
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:36 pm]: <a href="http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/foster.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/artwork/large/foster.jpg</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:38 pm]: It was managed demolition, mixed with generated images.
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: <a href="http://resources.atgtickets.com/static/1517_full.png" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://resources.atgtickets.com/static/1517_full.png</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: WHo is that?
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:39 pm]: <a href="http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/comedy/images/Ideal_Brand_img_BLOG.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/comedy/images/Ideal_Brand_img_BLOG.jpg</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: IM not familier with the story and only pulled up the image a few minutes ago and saw that the one they are showing us is of joe
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: Ian Cuntley
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:40 pm]: <a href="https://www.google.com/search?q=Ian+Huntley&#038;num=100&#038;newwindow=1&#038;safe=off&#038;rlz=1C1MSIM_enUS544US544&#038;es_sm=122&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=P-zeU_O3Iufh8gG6x4GwCQ&#038;ved=0CC0QsAQ&#038;biw=1366&#038;bih=683#facrc=_&#038;imgdii=_&#038;imgrc=FCuHswkyZGr_wM%253A%3BcDbLrnUQHtTRXM%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fa4.files.biography.com%252Fimage%252Fupload%252Fc_fill%252Cg_face%252Ch_300%252Cq_80%252Cw_300%252FMTE5NTU2MzE2NTA1ODY3Nzg3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.google.com/search?q=Ian+Huntley&#038;num=100&#038;newwindow=1&#038;safe=off&#038;rlz=1C1MSIM_enUS544US544&#038;es_sm=122&#038;tbm=isch&#038;tbo=u&#038;source=univ&#038;sa=X&#038;ei=P-zeU_O3Iufh8gG6x4GwCQ&#038;ved=0CC0QsAQ&#038;biw=1366&#038;bih=683#facrc=_&#038;imgdii=_&#038;imgrc=FCuHswkyZGr_wM%253A%3BcDbLrnUQHtTRXM%3Bhttp%253A%252F%252Fa4.files.biography.com%252Fimage%252Fupload%252Fc_fill%252Cg_face%252Ch_300%252Cq_80%252Cw_300%252FMTE5NTU2MzE2NTA1ODY3Nzg3</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:41 pm]: It might not be Huntley but whatever part he is playing in it (that person) is the same actor that was involved in the Giffords hox known as Joe zamudio.
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:44 pm]: The entire 9/11 was a Drill that was hosted by NY and the DHS pays grants for people to host the events.  They had to demo the buildings and use the opportunity to get the rebuild payed for by the tax payers.  The media then were opportunists and created the stories to fill their publications with content.
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: Obama is the son of richard pryor.  Michele is the daughter of Richard and is O's half sibling.
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: nah mate - planes hit it. i saw it on the radio
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:45 pm]: you can see the person they call Obamas sister is another one of richards daughters
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:46 pm]: address the foster image
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: she looks same who is the dark hair one?
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:47 pm]: dark haired one?
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: foster image?
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: former prime minister of Australia
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:48 pm]: mh17 was an art installation gone live
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: mh17 ?
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:49 pm]: interesting.sometimes think the biggest actors are right in your face but...
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: Take a look at Tom brokaw and Harrison Ford
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: Either they are the same person or they are very closely related.
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:50 pm]: ears match teeth match wife match
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: you made me laugh with the fonz and ahmedinejad
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: WIFE MATCHES AND DAUGHTER MATCHES
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: winkler and McCain
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:51 pm]: hahaha
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:52 pm]: the wife is on my Facebook page as well.  thinks shes slick
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: david kelly , Harald shipman and rolf harris - triple gangers
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: Are you the British person (with the deep voice) speaking at this show?
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:53 pm]: the one that sound like Terry Gellium
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: no, I have a very high voice typing from bed
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: Gilliam
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:54 pm]: Ok, so do they have anything to do with this chat or did they just mention it earlier?
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: yes Gilliam
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: yes they may see it. we're all friends
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:55 pm]: OK
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: they're on the live audio chat link. get stuck in. you're a legend with a fine baritone
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:56 pm]: hahaha  thx
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:57 pm]: Dudley Moore is Usain Bolt
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: I liked Dudley  "Author" was funny
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: I loved ''Awful''
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:58 pm]: what was the one that he was in the mental ward and started the ad agency that told the truth?
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: one flew over the cuckoos nest
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 10:59 pm]: Commercials VO  - "For men who like hand jobs"... Jaguar
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: hahahaha
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:00 pm]: Crazy People (1990)
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 11:02 pm]: derek and clive for me. comedic audio recordings
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:02 pm]: Never heard of that.  Ill have to look it up
Tom-Dalpra [August 3, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: i love them. gotta bail man. 4 am here. all the best
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:04 pm]: k bye
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: How to get on the mic
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:05 pm]: k
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: Hang on.  Lets set this up for when I have time. Im expected somewhere shortly
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: But lets schedule something email me
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: but would love to present my case to those who are speaking
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:07 pm]: HEy tell the terry Gilliam sound alink that I would love to chat with him live
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:08 pm]: have him address the foster link above
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: taking it to far?  Its the facts I deal with.  Ear biometrics.
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:09 pm]: HE WAS A VERY GOOD ARTIST  LOOK AT HIS PAINTINGS
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:10 pm]: <a href="http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/de/The_Courtyard_of_the_Old_Residency_in_Munich_-_Adolf_Hitler.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/d/de/The_Courtyard_of_the_Old_Residency_in_Munich_-_Adolf_Hitler.jpg</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: the paintings are verified the ones that have been sold by southerbys
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: persona
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:11 pm]: all his brothers played roles as the top nazi
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:12 pm]: WHY WOULD YOU HIRE DISNEY TO PRODUCE ALL THE PROPAGANDA FOR THE WAR?
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:12 pm]: <a href="http://wellaware1.com/hitler.shtml" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/hitler.shtml</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:12 pm]: EXCUSE ME?  YOU ARE THE BULLSHIT
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:13 pm]: I don't mind being late to my meeting when it comes to shove the fact in your face, but I'm not going to waste my time arguing with punks that all they want to do is throw mud
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:14 pm]: <a href="http://wellaware1.com/hitler.shtml" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://wellaware1.com/hitler.shtml</a>
Ed-Chiarini [August 3, 2014 - 11:15 pm]: Sure it does.  Denying the fact the the people that were behind it are still in control
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: Was that the real Ed Chiarini, the KNOWN shill?
ab [August 3, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: @khammad: &gt;:-D
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:27 pm]: @khammad: we have been visited by a government representative.  :o)
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: Whoa
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:28 pm]: We in da big time now!
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: @khammad: we must be important now...
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:29 pm]: @khammad: a real celebrity in our circle.  lol
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:30 pm]: In cases like him, much better to read than to listen.  They are good at fuzzy logic.
CalcifiedLies [August 3, 2014 - 11:35 pm]: Did you just call me a shill videre?
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:41 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: I said your voice sounds like one we know
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:42 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: not that you are one
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: have you heard "the living tiki"?
CalcifiedLies [August 3, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: Oh ok I just heard my name randomly associated with DGB/shill and didn't quite catch the whole comment
CalcifiedLies [August 3, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: No what is the living tiki?
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:43 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: he does an interview with DGB
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:44 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: that is what made me think it would be fun to have you on with him
CalcifiedLies [August 3, 2014 - 11:45 pm]: Gotcha, figures I would have to sound like some DGB clown posse member, sigh
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: @Videre Licet: If you go back in the chat history, you can see how many posts people make AND the time that they were made.  A group of posts were just firing off, like 4 a minute for several minutes.  Could one of the posters have been a computer program?
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: hahahah   <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUVtGnoSy9M" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUVtGnoSy9M</a>
CalcifiedLies [August 3, 2014 - 11:46 pm]: I logged on to specifically tell him about my new eyelash biometric system
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: @khammad: looked like a "ping pong" session -- to drown out more serious comment
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: haha!
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:47 pm]: @CalcifiedLies: LOL
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: @psyopticon: it was really weird.  I routinely go back and look at posts in this chat and I don't think I have ever seen that kind of rallying
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 11:48 pm]: @khammad: sure ;-o and it always takes more than one to tango..
Videre Licet [August 3, 2014 - 11:49 pm]: @khammad: interesting
psyopticon [August 3, 2014 - 11:51 pm]: @khammad: there was a softball thrown earlier into the chat as a seed for DBG to use as a rally..
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:53 pm]: Fascinating
khammad [August 3, 2014 - 11:55 pm]: @psyopticon: I had thought about the tango thing. I wonder how likely?
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 12:01 am]: @khammad: come join the audiochat!
ab [August 4, 2014 - 12:01 am]: @khammad: I read your comment more gold
ab [August 4, 2014 - 12:20 am]: <a href="http://youtu.be/yuC_4mGTs98" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://youtu.be/yuC_4mGTs98</a>
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 12:53 am]: @psyopticon: I wish I could!
PeterShea [August 4, 2014 - 3:20 am]: say or think what you like about me, but this informed johnny-come-lately psyopticon/evil edna smooth tongued sasanach character-ess is a 100% bona-fide not so smooth operator. don't be crooned or snoothed by his humble pretentions of ignorance or hypnotic dronings on; he all the while tries to succeed in keeping you where he wants you at as he does his ...
PeterShea [August 4, 2014 - 3:21 am]: ...damnist to keep you exactly from where you need to go. classic disinfo infiltrator....in my game edna, you have no placing. fuck you, mate!..'he promises the world but he don't deliver...'
PeterShea [August 4, 2014 - 3:23 am]: listen back to audiochat live to see. if iam a shill, weed me the fuck out. ..and btw..love is all there is. :favorite: to all.
PeterShea [August 4, 2014 - 3:25 am]: truly.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 7:11 am]: Quiet night at Fakeologist Towers
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 2:42 pm]: @PeterShea: :O       :?      :|      ;)
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 3:13 pm]: just enjoying hearing Peter and Khammad chatting.  Peter, Khammad isn't Videre! I remember the days of Rollo thinking Jan was Simon. It's that thing faces can do...topical...ps Usain Bolt is Dudley Moore - it's the ears
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 3:16 pm]: On the exchange with DGB, i wasn't sure if you meant it was me involved in 'ping-pong' , khammad and psyopticon?
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 3:18 pm]: I'd been listening to audio chat, I think, where you referenced the Soham case Psyopticon. which is why I then mentioned it.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 3:21 pm]: Then when Ed dropped-in and posted Huntley I responded when you flagged it up on the chat. I had a brief exchange with Ed. We used to chat like that all the time back in the day - quickfire
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 3:22 pm]: not Ed and I :) but , in general on here
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 3:26 pm]: So anyway. Quirky that he picked Huntley? Maybe it was as I'd mentioned him in the chat( in response to you bringing him up, on audio chat that is). Anyway, He was quite keen to go on air and chat with Terry Gilliam :)
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 4:22 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: I had thought of it briefly.  Hadn't considered it fully until it came up again.  Since I have never met any of you in person, I think the shill thing will always be in the back of my mind for nearly all of you.  I hope you remain skeptical of me, too.
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 4:24 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra:  Are you sure you were quick-fire chatting with a real human?
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 4:39 pm]: haha well I think so. I don't know. I'm not suspicious of you. I've heard you talking. I trust Peter, though he's capricious. Psyopticon's great. Seemed to be talking sense with Peter.
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 4:40 pm]: I was thinking about efficiency.  The DGB entity would be much more efficient as a program.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 4:41 pm]: The DGB - bug like a digital one
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 4:42 pm]: credible - Mr Slick he is...but he wants to go on air here. He'd have to be a clever bot
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 4:43 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: Perhaps the 'spoken' form is human
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: :D
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 4:44 pm]: well...yeh.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 4:46 pm]: enjoyed hearing you chatting with Peter. For me, I actually do trust you people which is why hearing those real voices is cool. Ed is another kettle
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 4:48 pm]: I agree, on both counts. But I also consider the trolls who have already visited the site, which Ab had to deal with, what a mess. Seems trolls need to be a little more sophisticated to deal with this crowd.
Tal Shiar [August 4, 2014 - 4:53 pm]: Can someone give me evidence that they are not spraying stuff in the air, because they are doing it all the time here in California. I've heard random people in line at stores talking about it here as well. So I know its not just me who has seen them. Also, here is a photo I took during one of those crazy moon nights. <a href="http://tinypic.com/r/mh91d4/8" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://tinypic.com/r/mh91d4/8</a>
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:02 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: The Ed Chiarini entity made an even steven 20 posts where no one responded, then stopped posting.  It feels like a number to set as a limit in a program.  Perhaps if no one take the bite after 20 tries, your being shunned or no one is there. Best to not waste resources.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 5:06 pm]: @khammad: possible. He dropped in and looked to set up a 'call'.  Interesting in itself.
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:06 pm]: Will you do a call with him?  Read like he was talking to you
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:07 pm]: It read like he was referring to you
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 5:07 pm]: I'd chat with him. I engaged him, that was all. I've been highly amused by some of his work.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 5:08 pm]: it's the ears you know
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:08 pm]: hahaha, yes, highly amused
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:09 pm]: The Truther Girls did a great video dispelling the whole ear thing by comparing jaw lines and such.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 5:09 pm]: I'm cautious on the biometrics thing in general
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:14 pm]: Seems like DGB is here to make us feel silly about thinking that the people we see in the media imagery might, just perhaps, be an  actor.
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:16 pm]: Or actors
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 5:25 pm]: yep. It's a broad technique.
khammad [August 4, 2014 - 5:28 pm]: I have some amazing pics of Gene 'Living in the Light' Rosen. I am pretty confindent I can see the pillow under his shirt, the false teeth sitting on top of his real teeth, etc.  I plan on making a video about it.  Not quite sure how to de-DGB it
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 7:18 pm]: @JohnnyClues: Here's the "reclusive" (and long-forgotten) son of Jimi Hendrix -- <a href="http://i.imgur.com/hsMWYUX.jpg" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://i.imgur.com/hsMWYUX.jpg</a>  --  Hendrix supposedly acknowledged him as his true son, so why would Hendrix's fortunes pass instead to Jimi's (unrelated) adopted sister, Janie ??
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 7:21 pm]: sorry, that should be his...unrelated, adopted STEP-sister, Janie!!
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 7:41 pm]: Do you deliberately not engage me at the moment  psyopticon?
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 7:46 pm]: @JohnnyClues:  Jimi Hendrix's "only son" is James Henrik Daniel Sundquist Hendrix. Now living as a tranvestite --  <a href="http://imgur.com/rRigeQ3" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">http://imgur.com/rRigeQ3</a> --  James Henrik lives in Stockholm and calls himself "Nicole".   Wonder whether "Nicole" looks like any of uncle Leon's daughters  (he has six children)   ;)
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 7:48 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: Hi!   I was away with the fairies reading Daily Mail articles on the Jimi n Leon pantomime act!
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 7:52 pm]: sorry, no worries. Very odd stuff. Hendrix was partly a brit. operation as you say. I wonder about how contrived his success was.
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 7:52 pm]: ex army, part american indian
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: @Tom-Dalpra: As a music industry insider, is this how ageing rockstars should age?! <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbX2jnpZWR4" rel="nofollow" target="_blank">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbX2jnpZWR4</a>
Tom-Dalpra [August 4, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: nice profile, a bit Tiger Woods
psyopticon [August 4, 2014 - 7:53 pm]: And you thought Ozzy had gone to seed?!)_

